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The #1 endless aisle solution
for independent retailers
in the lawn and garden industry.

Feature-enhanced POS built for growing businesses.
Digitized order management workflow.
End-to-end supply chain visibility.

Deliver the ultimate customer experience.
Your business vs big box retailers - problem solved!

Alice POS allows us to quickly access
our inventory catalog, manage preorders and easily create invoices. In
addition, Alice’s customer service is
always there to answer our
questions at critical moments.

Smaller stores are never out of stock.
With endless aisle, customers browse
a full product library of both physical
and virtual goods. Never miss a sale
again. Plus customers can order for
convenient delivery to home or
in-store.
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Point-of-Sale Focused for Lawn & Garden
Alice POS is a next-gen cloud-based point-of-sale
software package that future-proofs your lawn and
garden center.
Features include:
Labeling: format to handle complex/Latin names, adapt to fit product
Detailed customer files: customize the buyer experience
Rental services support: availability, rental dates, and item condition
Promotion tools: run, track, and control duration
Mobile device compatibility: reduce lines, email receipts, order outside
Price management: uniform or add unique items/pricing to single-store
Special orders: track orders with not-in-stock items

How we are different

Integrate with
Access to Supplier Data, Supplier Ordering via POS
Avoid the cost and resources normally associated with manually updating POS product data. Pull supplier data directly into POS and eCommerce.
Place supplier orders directly via the POS.
Digitize Order Management Workflow
Sync the POS to centralize and organize all your in-store and eCommerce orders. Track your inventory in real-time. Integrate with OrderEase for
vendor fulfillment eCommerce capabilities.
E2E Supply Chain Visibility
The POS becomes a key integration point to creating an end-to-end digitally-enabled supply chain network. Better access to inventory availability.
Vendor fulfillment eCommerce capabilities. Seamless buying experience.

Save time. Cut costs. Boost revenue.
1.888.476.6527
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